Our customer located in northern Oman is one of the largest plastic industrial complexes equipped with an integrated facility designed to optimize the value-adds derived from crude oil and natural gas resources. Spread across several kilometers, the project is divided into four parts for different functions and involves over 2000 workers.

REQUIREMENT
The client needed a solution for monitoring the visitors and vehicles entering their premises and record their details. Being a facility where thousands of workers operate on a shift basis, they also wanted to distinguish the employees from the visitors.

CHALLENGES
The huge infrastructure witnessed heavy and hectic people movement as well as traffic. The solution provider had to take into account the operational challenges involved in Face Recognition and Vehicle Identification.

THE SOLUTION
A combination of features like Face Recognition and ANPR made the identification of visitors/employees easy. To enhance the security further, Trespass and Tripwire features were implemented as well.
AUTOMATIC NUMBER PLATE RECOGNITION: To monitor and register the license number (registration number) from detected vehicle plates entering and exiting the premises.

FACIAL RECOGNITION: To detect and capture faces of visitors entering/exiting the premises. The system verified employee faces from the database and identified/registered visitors.

PTZ TRACKING & HANDOFF: A perimeter security feature monitored and alerted on intrusions using Tripwire and Trespass features. The alerts could be generated with such high accuracy that it could even detect movement in uniform/clothes camouflaged with the colour of sand.

THE EDGE

The Video Analytics solution empowered the customer to secure their premises and aided in uninterrupted monitoring of the people and vehicles entering the premises. The employees were verified before entry. The real-time actionable insights regarding security breach helped the authorities take immediate action to resolve the issue.

ABOUT ALLGOVISION

AllGoVision's Video Analytics solutions have been deployed in surveillance applications ever since 2009. Headquartered in Bangalore with branches in the US and Dubai, AllGoVision is a leading video analytics solution provider with successful installations worldwide. It has dedicated itself into in-depth research and product innovation. AllGoVision video analytics software is equipped with 40 plus basic and advanced Video Analytics features. An open platform integrated with many VMS manufacturers. AllGoVision focuses on providing to its customers – robust performance, cost efficiency, ease of use and customization.